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< p > "I always dream to have a pair of belongs to own signature shoe". This is Damian Lillard said it himself, and in a few days ago,
this dream become a reality. A cold-blooded arena with the outstanding performance of game to let the world know him...... " with a
signature shoe " it seems to have become a symbol of recognition as a player. At the end of 2014 Wall Damian, today's Lillard
Adidas, John has been in the expansion of its own basketball team signature shoes. Earlier Crazy Adidas 8 and Crazy 1, when they
were launched J.Wall and PE version of the D.Lillard. D Lillard 1 appearance design and Dame like low-key introverted. Preppy
style, classic adiprene+ slow seismic technology, the price of $105 civilians, very easy to make people associate early KD series.
The first color is pictured on the black Blazers color. Presumably you and me, just to see the spy photos of the shoes, the first notice
is the upper height, upper position like a fusion of boots, ultra short help design also make up the adidas blank in this kind of product.
< p > with the release of the new shoes, Dame also announced a belongs to own personal logo, the letter D and l mosaic of their
number, also spelled out the letters o. He was born in Oakland, University in Ogden, now lives in Oregon. The left side of the Logo
wings from friends called him "Fly guyz" call, also have the meaning to fly. < p > "Dame with outstanding performance and a love for
basketball let us inspired, we design this pair of shoes is to his presence on the extraordinary performance of tribute, fortunately
Damien is currently playing in the Portland Trail Blazers, which let us have more time to communicate with him. We can get
inspiration from him, find out where his interests are and what he's trying to get through sneakers. Therefore, in the design, we can
through such a pair of shoes to show him as athletes and ordinary people's multi-faceted characteristics." - Fuller Robbie Adidas
basketball design director < p > I will take the name of & quot; cold & middot; killer & quot; is because of his low-key, he is after
D.Rose and a a a very calm restrained, but it bears great energy player. lore, deadpan walk back to the bench, this is how strong and
confident heart. < p > in social networks (twitter), Dame is another self, warm and funny, like the self timer, and even some chatter.
When you're on the pitch, you rarely see him smile. Not tall, but seems to always >
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